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Abstract
Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) have been linked to many of the largest recorded UK winter floods. These large-scale features can be 500–800 km in width but produce markedly different flood responses in adjacent catchments. Here we combine
meteorological and hydrological data to examine why two impermeable catchments
on the west coast of Britain respond differently to landfalling ARs. This is important
to help better understand flood generation associated with ARs and improve flood
forecasting and climate-change impact assessment. Analysis of 32 years of a newly
available ERA5 high-resolution atmospheric reanalysis and corresponding 15-min
river flow data show that the most impactful ARs arise through a combination of the
orientation and magnitude of their water vapour flux. At the Dyfi catchment, AR orientations of between 238–258 result in the strongest hydrological responses,
whereas at the Teifi the range is 224–243 . We believe this differential flood
response is the result of catchment orientation and topography enhancing or
suppressing orographic rainfall totals, even in relatively low-relief coastal catchments.
Further to the AR orientation, ARs must have an average water vapour flux of
400–450 kg m−1 s−1 across their lifetime. Understanding the preferential properties
of impactful ARs at catchments allows for the linking of large-scale synoptic features,
such as ARs, directly to winter flood impacts. These results using two test catchments suggest a novel approach to flood forecasts through the inclusion of AR
activity.
KEYWORDS

atmospheric rivers, catchments, ERA5, flood forecasting, flooding, orographic effect,
precipitation, UK
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

have been linked to floods in many coastal regions of the world
(Barth, Villarini, Nayak, & White, 2017; Dettinger, 2011; Kingston,

Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) are narrow regions of enhanced low-level

Lavers, & Hannah, 2016; Lavers et al., 2011; Lavers & Villarini, 2013;

moisture

&

Paltan et al., 2017; Stohl, Forster, & Sodemann, 2008). The resulting

Pardoe, 1973; Newell, Newell, Zhu, & Scott, 1992) that are responsi-

hydrological impact of an AR is both dependent on the characteristics

ble for most of the meridional water vapour transport across the mid-

of the AR, such as its duration and intensity, and on the land surface

latitudes (Zhu & Newell, 1998). These plumes of warm, moist air can

physiography, for example, the bedrock type and terrain (Cao,

generate very high rainfall totals as they cross elevated terrain and

Mehran, Ralph, & Lettenmaier, 2019; Hecht & Cordeira, 2017;

transport

in

mid-latitude

cyclones

(Browning
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Neiman, Schick, Ralph, Hughes, & Wick, 2011; Ralph et al., 2019;

accuracy the strength, orientation and location of the landfalling AR

Ralph, Neiman, Kingsmill, Persson, & White, 2003).

water vapour flux. In addition, a significant increase in hydrological

In the UK, ARs are an important cause of floods, with some catchments having up to 80% of their largest winter floods associated with

resolution will allow a more precise estimate of the timing and magnitude of flood response.

AR events (Lavers et al., 2011; Lavers, Villarini, Allan, Wood, &
Wade, 2012). In western Wales, however, two nearby catchments
appear to respond very differently to landfalling ARs. These catch-

2

STUDY AREAS AND DATA

|

ments, the Dyfi and the Teifi, are less than 70 km apart, but over the
period 1979–2010 in a study of nine catchments along the west coast

2.1

|

Dyfi and Teifi catchments

of Britain (Lavers et al., 2012), they demonstrated the strongest and
weakest correlations between landfalling ARs and flood occurrence,

The Dyfi and Teifi catchments (Figure 1) are predominantly rural

respectively. Given the synoptic scale of ARs and their estimated wid-

catchments in western Wales. The River Dyfi (catchment area

ths of around 500–800 km, which means an AR would most likely

471 km2, average annual rainfall 1834 mm) flows for nearly 50 km

affect both catchments, the aim of this study is to understand why

through moorland and forestry to its mouth at the Dyfi estuary. The

these two catchments demonstrate such different hydrological

River Teifi (catchment area 890 km2, average annual rainfall

responses to what may be expected a priori to be similar meteorologi-

1,382 mm) flows just over 110 km from a small lake in the upland

cal conditions.

regions, through moorland to the basin of Cors Caron. From there, it

We will use newly available high-resolution atmospheric
reanalysis (ERA5; Hersbach et al., 2020) and 15-min flow measure-

flows through lowland agricultural land until its mouth at
Cardigan Bay.

ments to probe in finer detail than ever before the relationship

Both catchments have impermeable Silurian period formations

between landfalling AR events and extreme flood events. In particular,

predominantly, though the Teifi also includes deposits from the Ordo-

we are interested in identifying the properties of AR events that may

vician. This geology, in combination with the significant altitude

act as pointers towards impact potential. We expect that at this high

ranges found at both catchments, means that the basins are expected

atmospheric resolution it will be possible to detect the evolution of

to respond quickly to any input rainfall. Differences to note are that

the AR across the lifetime of the event, pinpointing to a greater

the Teifi covers an area nearly twice that of the Dyfi and possesses a

F I G U R E 1 The location of
the Dyfi and Teifi catchments in
Wales. The locations of the flow
gauges and precipitation stations
are highlighted by the circle and
diamond markers respectively.
Elevations are from the Institute
of Hydrology Digital Terrain
Model (IHDTM, Morris & Flavin,
1990, 1994)
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more elongated basin shape. The average slopes at the Teifi catch-

AR events found herein and in Lavers et al. (2012), where an average

ments of 10% are also somewhat shallower than the Dyfi, which has a

frequency of 8–10 events per winter was detected, has arisen as a

mean slope gradient of approximately 30%. Due to the location of the

result of the increased ability to detect atmospheric variability in the

catchments in the uplands of the western UK, the catchments are

hourly ERA5 data. For example, temporary drops in IVT along the axis

expected to have consistently high soil moisture across the winter

of the AR (Ralph, Neiman, Kiladis, Weickmann, & Reynolds, 2011)

period (Lavers, Prudhomme, & Hannah, 2010).

across the lifetime of the ARs, possibly due to secondary frontal
waves, may have led to a reduced number of ARs being identified. For
each AR event, the average IVT magnitude and orientation values

2.2 | Flood selection at the Dyfi and Teifi
catchments

were extracted from the ERA5 grid squares containing the location of
gauging stations at the Dyfi and Teifi catchments.

Flows were calculated from 15-min stage data at the Dyfi Bridge and
Glan Teifi gauging stations (National River Flow Archive) from

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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1982–2014. The gauging station at Dyfi Bridge underwent major
structural change in 2014 and a new rating curve is currently being

3.1

Atmospheric rivers and POT3 flood events

|

developed for data after this period. Flood events were extracted via
a Peaks-Over-Threshold (POT) analysis for the winter half-year

A POT flood was said to be associated with an AR event if the flood

(October–March) for POT3 flood events (on average three floods

occurred within the 3 days immediately following AR arrival. For the

each year). Summer floods were excluded because they are not nor-

POT3 floods at the Dyfi, 34 out of a possible 96 floods could be

mally driven by ARs (Champion, Allan, & Lavers, 2015) and they are

linked to ARs. For the Teifi, only 13 of 96 floods could be attributed

generally smaller in magnitude. Following Lavers et al. (2012), a

to ARs. Of the POT3 floods that occurred at both the Dyfi and the

seven-day separation was applied to ensure independence of the

Teifi, only 11 were found to be associated with the same AR. It is evi-

flood events.

dent therefore, that the majority of AR events do not affect the catch-

In addition to the flow data, precipitation data at a 15-min resolu-

ments in the same way.

tion were obtained for three gauging stations in the Dyfi and four stations in the Teifi (Figure 1) to help explore the effect of AR
orientation and intensity on the catchment rainfall. Two stations in

3.1.1

|

The Dyfi catchment

the near vicinity of the Dyfi and a single station nearby the Teifi were
also considered. Rainfall estimates were combined according to

The distributions of POT3 and non-POT3 AR samples in terms of their

Theisen polygons to obtain a measure of basin-averaged AR event

landfalling properties are shown in Figure 2 for the Dyfi catchment.

total rainfall.

Two statistical tests were employed to assess the mean and spread of
the two samples; these are the T-Test and Levene Test, respectively.
The T-Test is used to test the null hypothesis that the two samples

2.3

|

AR detection method

have equal means and the Levene test is used to test the null hypothesis that the two samples have equal variances. A significant p-value

Persistent AR events across the winters of 1982–2014 were

(of less than .05) allows us to reject the null hypothesis. In addition, a

extracted from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) at hourly

two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) Test was used to test the null

timesteps. ERA5 has a spatial resolution of approximately 0.28 x 0.28 ,

hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same (continu-

around a third finer than datasets used in previous analyses (Lavers

ous) distribution. The KS test is non-parametric and therefore makes

et al., 2012). The eastward and northward components of the water

no assumptions regarding the distributions of our samples, however

vapour flux were retrieved across the UK and combined to calculate

an apparent weakness lies within its ability to detect differences when

the vertically-integrated horizontal water vapour transport (hereon

the samples differ in the extreme values (distribution tails).

Integrated Vapour Transport; IVT), and its associated orientation. Fol-

In terms of IVT orientation (panel a), the boxplots suggest that

lowing the steps described by Lavers et al. (2012), at each timestep,

the non-POT3 ARs demonstrate a wide range of possible orientations,

we extracted the maximum value of IVT along the British coastline

from 205–310 when considering the entire sample. Conversely, the

(taken as approximately 4oW) and tested whether a threshold of

POT3 flood AR sample demonstrates a much smaller range of

500 kg m−1 s−1 was exceeded. If so, a similar procedure was carried

220–280 . Furthermore, by only considering the central 50% of the

out at the adjacent grid cells in an attempt to trace the IVT plume

relevant distributions (i.e., between the upper and lower quartiles), we

back across the Atlantic. An AR was identified if the plume could be

have identified the POT3 flood generating ARs to demonstate orien-

traced continuously over a distance of more than 20 longitude and

tations of between 238–258 as compared to 230–268 for the non-

for at least 18 hours. Across the 1982–2014 time period, a total of

POT3 flood generating AR sample. Using the Levene test, we find that

107 persistent winter ARs were detected (an average of 3–4 ARs per

there are significant differences between the spread of the two distri-

winter). We suggest that the discrepancy between the frequencies of

butions, providing statistical evidence for a preferential orientation of

4
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F I G U R E 2 The distribution of IVT orientation (panel a) and magnitude (panels b) of POT3 correlated and non- POT3 correlated ARs at the
Dyfi catchment. The relevant distributions are described in terms of box and whisker plots; the whiskers correspond to the 5th and 95th
percentiles, the boxes bound the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the dot and line within the boxes represent the mean and median respectively.
Statistical results in the format (test statistic, p-value) are given in the legend of each subplot. Panels (a) and (b) show the POT3 related ARs to
exist preferentially in a subset of possible orientation and magnitude ranges. The Levene and T-Tests support the interpretation of preferential
orientation and magnitude ranges for ARs that are correlated to POT3 floods. We suggest a possible weakness in the KS test in terms of
detecting changes in the extremes of our samples, possibly explaining the lack of significant result in terms of AR orientation. The preferential
orientation band is extracted from the bounds of the box plots as 238–258 . Combining the orientation and magnitude dependencies in a simple
scatter plot (panel c) and extracting the properties of the AR events to fall within the preferential orientation window (panel d), we identify a
threshold in magnitude of 400–450 kg m−1 s−1 for the POT3 flood generating events

impactful ARs. In terms of IVT magnitude (panel b), the mean IVT for

We have briefly investigated the sensitivity of the results to dif-

the POT3 events is 536 kg m−1 s−1 compared to 479 kg m−1 s−1 for

ferent flood thresholds, in particular the POT1 sample. At the Dyfi, a

the non-AR group. Using the T-Test, we can show that these means

narrower preferential range is found (248–258o) with a significant

are significantly different at the 99% significance level (p-value of

Levene Test result. However, the smaller sample sizes adversely effect

.007). Hence, the ARs associated with POT3 floods tend to possess

the robustness of our statistical tests in general, and so we choose to

greater IVT magnitudes. The KS test does not return a significant

focus on the POT3 sample in this study.

result (p value >.05) when looking at the distribution of AR orienta-

The combined relationship between the AR orientation and mag-

tions and we suggest this is due to the samples differing primarily in

nitude for the POT3 correlated sample and non-related POT3 events

the extremes, that is at the Dyfi there is a narrow range of orienta-

are shown in panel c of Figure 2. Within the preferential orientation

tions that generate the most significant floods. In agreement with the

ranges identified above, we identify the mean IVT for the POT3

T and Levene Tests, we find that the POT3 flood generating ARs are

events to be 500 kg m−1 s−1 compared to 440 kg m−1 s−1 for the

significantly different in terms of IVT magnitude than those not linked

non-AR group (panel d), with all POT3 flood generating ARs existing

to POT3 floods (p-value .046).

above a threshold of 400 kg m−1 s−1. Using the T-Test, we can show

5
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that the means of the relevant distributions are different at the 90%

(given the typical width of landfalling AR events to be on the order of

significance level (p value of .06), however we note the likelihood of

500–800 km).

these results changing significantly through a widening of the prefer-

Conversely, the POT3 flood AR sample demonstrates a much
smaller range of 205–260 . As for the Dyfi catchment, the existence

ential orientation range to include more AR events.

of a narrower distribution of the AR POT3 floods suggests a preferential orientation. Furthermore, by only considering the central 50% of

3.1.2

|

The Teifi catchment

the distribution (i.e., between the upper and lower quartiles), we have
identified the central 50% of the POT3 flood generating ARs to exist

As for the Dyfi, at the Teifi catchment (Figure 3), In terms of orienta-

between 224–243 as compared to 233–266 for the non-POT3 sam-

tion (panel a), the boxplots referring to the non-POT3 ARs demon-

ple. The Levene Test again provides statistical evidence that the



strate a wide range of possible orientations, from 205–310 when

spread of the POT3 and non-POT3 AR distributions are different at

considering the entire sample. The similarity to the results for the

the 95% significance level (p-value .002). Similar to our findings at the

non-POT3 related ARs of the Dyfi is in line with our expectation of

Dyfi catchment, the average IVT of the POT3 ARs is greater than that

the same AR events impacting the catchments across our study period

of the non-POT3 sample, 567 kg m−1 s−1 compared to 515 kg m−1 s−1

F I G U R E 3 The distribution of IVT orientation (panel a) and magnitude (panels b) of POT3 correlated and non-POT3 correlated ARs at the
Teifi catchment. As in Figure 2, the relevant distributions are described in terms of box and whisker plots; the whiskers correspond to the 5th and
95th percentiles, the boxes bound the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the dot and line within the boxes represent the mean and median
respectively. Statistical results in the format (test statistic, p-value) are given in the legend of each subplot. Panel (a) shows the POT3 related ARs
to exist preferentially in a subset of possible orientation ranges. The results of the Levene, KS and T-tests support this interpretation. We find a
preferential orientation band of 224–243 for the POT3 flood generating ARs. Although the POT3 flood generating ARs show a similar skew
towards stronger IVT magnitudes, this result is less clear in the statistical tests than for the Dyfi catchment (Figure 2). We note this could be due
to the smaller sample sizes at the Teifi catchment as compared to the Dyfi. Combining the orientation and magnitude dependencies (panel c) and
extracting the properties of the AR events to fall within the preferential orientation window (panel d), we are able to identify a similar threshold in
magnitude of 400–450 kg m−1 s−1 for the POT3 flood generating AR events

6
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(panel b). We suggest the smaller sample sizes may at least partly

terms of IVT orientation than those not linked to POT3 floods (p-

explain the absence of a significant difference in these means; the

value .026).

Teifi catchment demonstrates fewer POT3 correlated ARs as com-

At the Teifi catchment when considering a similar analysis for the

pared to the Dyfi. In agreement with earlier results, the KS test sug-

POT1 floods, an orientation range similar to that above is found, how-

gests that the POT3 flood generating ARs are significantly different in

ever the statistical analyses are much less robust. This is likely a result

F I G U R E 4 Time series
analysis of landfalling IVT, rainfall
and flow patterns at the Dyfi and
Teifi catchments in response to
an AR on the 11th February
2002 (red shaded region). The
average magnitude and
orientation properties of the AR
are shown. We suggest the
difference in flood responses
between the catchments can be
explained through the AR
magnitude and orientation. The
AR orientation of 247 sits
outside the preferential range
identified at the Teifi catchment
of 224–243 but inside that of
the Dyfi (238–258 ). We see a
stronger impact on flow at the
Dyfi compared to the Teifi,
despite the average IVT
magnitude at the Dyfi being
smaller than that at the Teifi. This
suggests AR orientation is an
important control on rainfall
occurrence, and therefore flood
response

7
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of the sample sizes (only seven ARs can be correlated to POT1 floods

findings of Section 3.1 and the presence of AR orientation as a pri-

at the Teifi).

mary control on AR impact potential, the AR results in a much more

The combined relationship between the AR orientation and mag-

significant response at the Dyfi catchment as compared to the Teifi.

nitude for the POT3 correlated sample and non-related POT3 events
are shown in panel c of Figure 3. Within the preferential orientation
ranges identified above, we identify the mean IVT for the POT3
events to be 567 kg m

−1

−1

s

compared to 530 kg m

−1

−1

s

4

|

C O N C LU S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O RK

for the

non-AR group (panel d), with all POT3 flood generating ARs existing

This study has used high-resolution datasets to link the large-scale

above the 450 kg m−1 s−1 threshold. As compared to the Dyfi catch-

atmospheric conditions directly to local flood peaks. The main control

ment, there appears to be less of a skew towards stronger magnitude

on impactful ARs at these two flashy catchments in western Wales

IVT ARs when considering the most impactful events. We suggest this

has been found to be the orientation of the incoming IVT relative to

is primarily a result of small sample sizes at the Teifi catchment as a

catchment topography. At the Dyfi catchment, the POT3 flood gener-

visual trend is apparent.

ating ARs demonstrate average IVT flux orientations of 238–258
across their lifetimes, whereas at the Teifi a range of 224–243 is preferred. These results are summarized in the Figure 5 schematic.

3.2 | Case study application: AR of 10th - 11th
February 2002

We suggest that at the Dyfi, surrounded by the mountains of
Snowdonia, ARs that follow the main river channel have the most
impact potential in terms of flood generation and magnitude. This

The findings of Section 3.1 are exemplified in a case study. Figure 4

seems to be the result of “rainout” as the AR hits the higher elevation

shows the evolution of overhead IVT flux components (both the total

land at the head of the valley (Ralph et al., 2003). When these ARs

magnitude and zonal (eastward) and meridional (northward)) and

have an IVT above 400–450 kg m−1 s−1, the largest floods (POT3 and

flow/precipitation observations at the Dyfi and Teifi catchments

above) can occur. In the Teifi, which is a less mountainous catchment,

across the month of February 2002. The incident AR (highlighted by

this effect is also apparent. We suggest this to be the topographic

the shaded section in Figure 4) was found to demonstrate an average

effect of the northern edge of the catchment lowlands and/or IVT

magnitude

of

506 kg m−1

s−1

at

the

Dyfi

catchment

and

551 kg m−1 s−1 at the Teifi. The orientation of the landfalling flux was




calculated as 248 at the Dyfi and 247 at the Teifi. In line with the

into the upland regions.
A next step is to confirm the processes and establish the strength
of this effect at a national level. We are aware of several limitations

F I G U R E 5 Summary schematic of our conclusions. We suggest the primary control on AR impact lies with the orientation of the landfalling
flux relative to catchment slopes. We suggest physically this can be interpreted as the efficiency of orographic enhancement of the landfalling AR
and the amount of precipitation induced. When the orientation of the AR is preferable, the extent of response lies with the amount of moisture
transported towards the catchment that is, the IVT magnitude. We suggest that the ARs associated with the largest floods possess average IVT
magnitudes above 400–450kg m−1 s−1. Elevations are from the Institute of Hydrology Digital Terrain Model (IHDTM, Morris & Flavin,
1990, 1994)
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and restrictions inherent to the current AR detection algorithm that
are likely to be filtering out legitimate ARs, as several POT3 floods at
these catchments showed traces of precursor AR events. For example,
we hypothesize that we are not currently detecting ARs with secondary frontal wave activity. It is likely therefore that we are missing
some AR events when dealing with high-resolution input data such as
ERA5. This does not alter the result reported here, but points the way
in terms of the next step for further refinement; if work can be done
to increase the resilience and effectiveness of the detection algorithm,
and if preferential AR orientations can be calculated for a greater variety of catchments, then this offers great potential for the improved
forecasting of extreme flood events (Lavers, Pappenberger, &
Zsoter, 2014; Ramos, Sousa, Dutra, & Trigo, 2020). In the future, forecasts based on likely AR properties could improve the identification of
damaging storms, potentially reducing impact to people and property.
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